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QUESTION 1

Assuming that conversation is a reference to the Bots Node SDK, which two sets of code statements to access the
custom component\\'s orderid and userAccount input parameters are valid? 

A. const order = conversation.properties().orderid; const account = conversation.properties().userAccount; 

B. const order = conversation.request().variables[orderid\\']; const account = conversation.request
().variables[\\'accountName 1); 

C. const order = conversation.variable(1 orderid\\'); const account = conversation.variable(\\'accountName1); 

D. const{ orderid } = conversation.properties(); const { accountName> = conversation.properties(); 

E. const{ orderid } = conversation.variable(); const { accountName } = conversation.variable(); 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is FALSE regarding out-of-order messages? 

A. Out-of-order messages are not handled by default. Designers must define out-of-order message handlers at the skill
level. 

B. Dialog flow navigation continues with the state referenced in the out-of-order-message action. 

C. Chatbots don\\'t control the user\\'s input and, therefore, cannot prevent users from selecting out-ofscope actions. 

D. Out-of-order messages occur when a user scroll the conversation history displayed in the messenger client and
selects that is no longer in scope for the current conversation. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

In your conversation flow, you want to make sure that users always see a message, even when there is no data to
display. To implement this, you decide to use a system.setvariable component that verifies that the variable mydata
contains a value and, if it does, sets the value of the displayVar variable to the value of mydata. If no value is specified
for mydata, then displayVar is set to the string \\'No Data 1. Which two BotML with Apache FreeMarker examples
implement this requirement? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true regarding the effect of context pinning on routing? 

A. If the input includes an implicit invocation for a skill, the router pins the conversation to that skill. 

B. If the user is pinned to a skill and then enters something that doesn\\'t relate to that skill, the router automatically
checks other skills for a match. 

C. The thresholds that determine whether context pinning will occur or not set at the skill level. 

D. For user input that includes an explicit invocation for a skill, but not intent-related utterance, the router pins the
conversation to the skill. The next utterance, the router pins the conversation to the skill. The next utterance is assumed
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to be related to that skill. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Select the FALSE statement regarding Oracle\\'s recommendation for defining your bot\\'s personality and
conversational design. 

A. You should hide from users the fact that they are communicating with a bot and give them the impression that it\\'s a
human they are interacting with. 

B. You should consider naming your bot and using an appropriate avatar. 

C. Your bot should have a persona that matches that of your target audience. 

D. Words carry emotions and you should carefully consider verbiage and tone in your dialog responses. 

Correct Answer: B 
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